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SYNOPSIS
A Syrian refugee, Aya, adapts to life in an unfamiliar country after her husband’s immigration
visa is unexpedctedly rejected.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
When I wrote “Ya Albi,” my first goal was to honor the story of my parents. Both of my parents are
immigrants from Taiwan. Though they are not refugees, I can only imagine what they still had to
go through in order to adapt and succeed somewhere so far from friends, family, and what they
know.
Much of the film is inspired by stories my parents told me about their early times in the U.S. From
the prejudice they encountered, the families who they became life long friends with, and the
strangers who helped them along the way, I wanted to capture those moments through “Ya Albi.”
Despite the context of the story with regards to the Syrian refugee crisis, “Ya Albi” for me was
never meant to be a political statement. Rather, I wanted to share my own microcosmic look into
what it is like to make a new place a home, a theme I’m sure many people will relate to. It is about
the different types of people we encounter and the way we connect and affect each other both
negatively and positively.
I am lucky to have worked with an incredible group of talented cast and crew who brought the
story to life. What an amazing experience it has been.
-Christine W. Chen
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PRODUCER’S STATEMENT
This is the third short film Adam Duncan and I have officially produced together in
Shreveport, Louisiana. We are always surprised as producers how much we can do with
minimal crew and budget. Our method of producing has always been quality over
quantity. We work with some of the most talented and tenacious people in the industry.
Most of the crewmembers for “Ya Albi” are people we have previously worked with on
other projects. They are also used to working in non-ideal filming situations, like rain and
mud, and are always up for the challenge.
We both wanted to tell story that was real and authentic. Through many months of
resesarch about the Syrian refugee crisis, we are confident to bring a story that is not only
emotionally engaging but appropriate for the current issues in the world today.
Together with great locations and countless resources donated by friends and family, “Ya
Albi” journeyed from an idea to reality. We hope you enjoy it.
Christine Chen & Adam Duncan

MORE CREW / CAST
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CAST

DIANA ROSE

WANETAH WALMSLEY

ADAM DUCAN

as Aya

as Julie

as Nathan

Diana Rose has made a successful and

Wanetah Walmsley is an actress, singer, and

Adam developed an early passion for

exciting transition from the theater stage

dancer, with a Bachelor of Arts in Theater/

acting when he was cast as a carrot in a

to the independent film scene. After

Dance. She has appeared in several film

kindergarten play. After graduating from

playing notable and classic roles such

and television productions such as Pitch

Louisiana State University, he decided to

as Stella Kowalski, Juliet Capulet and

Perfect and True Detective. For a full list of

further pursue his passion for acting and

Katharina Minola, she has continued to

credits and more information, check her

has appeared in multiple shorts, features,

play lead roles in the world of film. The

out at http://www.imdb.me/wanetah or

and commercials. Adam is best known

Ingénue, the scientist, the femme fatale,

http://www.wanetah.com.

for his lead role in the narrative feature

the quirky schoolgirl, the exotic girl next

“Funemployment.” His upcoming film, “Nola

door or the fierce corporate boss, Diana

Circus” will be premiering at Cannes Film

Rose, is adept at playing a variety of

Festival.

characters. She strives for truth and depth
in her acting. Diana can be seen in the
upcoming SAG feature films Six Pack Sam
and Kopy Kings. Diana has also produced
short films, features films and industrial
videos and values providing opportunities
to her fellow actors and giving back to her
community, both locally and globally.
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CAST

DARRELL MITCHELL

MARY THOMA

as Governor of Louisiana

as Aunt Mary

Darrell Mitchell returned from a 3 year tour

Mary Thoma has played many emotionally

in the middle east as a contract worker

rich, complex and challenging characters

supporting the U.S. Military in both Iraq

both on stage and on set.

and Afghanistan in 2012 to pursue his
dream of acting in television and film.
His most notable films include the SAG
projects - Kopy Kings and Six Pack Sam.
He has also appeared in the web-series,
Writers’ Room, various other shorts and
features, and commercial gigs for Dell, HEB,
Hostess, and Samsung. Darrell has also
produced both feature films and shorts
as a co-owner of his company - 7 Power X
Productions LLC.

Her on screen portrayals are known
for her signature qualities of strength,
tenacity, and heart. Thoma earned a solid
reputation in stage productions before
transitioning to film and television. On
screen, she is most commonly recognized
as Morgan Freeman’s White House Aide in
Olympus Has Fallen, the zany, dog lover
in Finding Normal, and the grieving mom
in Blind Turn. In 2015, she and her two
partners launched an all female production
company, Four Women Films. Their first
award winning short film is entitled
Dandelion.
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CREW

CO-PRODUCER/
DIRECTOR/WRITER

CO-PRODUCER
Adam Duncan

DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

Christine Chen

Adam, though primarilly an actor, has long

Alex Walker

Christine started filming at an early age

had an interest in filmaking and every

Alex started his career working on

with her parent’s VHS camera. She soon

thing that goes on behind the camera. He

local commercials for the South Texas

discovered it was more than a hobby when

made his first film “The Mucus Brothers” at

market at age 15. While working as a

she filmed her first documentary in Lijiang,

age 11 and hasn’t stopped since. Though,

background on Friday Night Lights and

China during undergrad for Rice University.

he may have honed his filmmaking skills

My Generation, he discovered a passion

a bit since his early, awkward days of

for camera work and lighting. Alex signed

Christine later started her production

shooting on VHS, Adam still enjoys the art

with The Right Eye at age 20 to pursue

company Moth to Flame, while obtaining

and process of making movies.

cinematography full time. Alex’s 2nd

her MBA at the University of Texas
McCombs School of Business.

He also co-produced “A Bird’s Nest.” with
Christine in 2014 and “Two Roads” in 2015.

Her feature film, Funemployment” will be
coming out in 2016 and her short film, “A
Bird’s Nest,” and “Two Roads” can both be
seen on ShortsHD.

feature, “No One Will Know”won him
Best Cinematography at the Sunset
International Film Festival in Los Angeles.
Alex was also the DP for Louisiana Film
Prize Top 5 winner, “A Bird’s Nest,” and the
award winning short “Two Roads.”
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CREDITS
CAST
Diana Rose........................ Aya
Wanetah Walmsley.......... Julie
Adam Duncan................... Nathan
Darrell Mitchell................ Governor of LA
Mary Thoma...................... Aunt Mary
Luai Abou-Emara............. Khalid

EXTRAS
Daniel Banks..................... Bus Stop Guy
Patsy Taylor....................... Bus Patron 1
Charles DeFriend............. Bus Patron 2
Nathan Wagoner.............. Bus Patron 3
Elizabeth Rippetoe.......... Bus Patron 4
Ariane Perideaux.............. Bus Patron 5
Kellie Penna...................... Bus Patron 6
Katie & David Clark.......... Party Couple
Jillian & John Whitney..... Party Couple
Sam & Penny Duncan...... Party Couple
Mary & Lane Acree........... Party Couple
Roxy McDanel................... Partier
Molly Johnson.................. Partier
Christine Chen.................. Partier

CREW
Director............................................................................ Christine Chen
Writer................................................................................ Christine Chen
Producers......................................................................... Christine Chen and Adam Duncan
Director of Photography................................................ Alex Walker
Gaffer................................................................................ Nathan Wagoner
1st AC............................................................................... Daniel Banks
Editor................................................................................ Christine Chen
Art Director...................................................................... Kellie Penna
Original Music................................................................. Steffen Schmidt
Sound Design & ADR...................................................... Alex Covert
Sound Recordist.............................................................. Jason Cates
Makeup Artist.................................................................. Roxy McDanel
Props and Costumes....................................................... Kellie Penna
DIT..................................................................................... Darrell Mitchell
Craft Services.......................................................................Penny Duncan
Colorist............................................................................. Alex Walker
Production Assistant...................................................... Molly Johnson

